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SUBJECT: Process for Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

PROJECT: 689

Dear Dr. Weerakkody:

We are requesting NRC consideration of establishing a process for addressing and
posting frequently asked questions for licensees who choose to transition to 10 CFR

50.48(c). A similar process is currently in place for questions related to the Reactor
Oversight Process Performance Indicators. This process has been successful in
providing guidance and clarification for the quarterly reporting of performance
indicators. We would like to build upon this success in applying a similar process

for this important transition from the current licensing framework to the risk-
informed, performance-based framework provided by 10 CFR 50.48(c).

A proposed explanation of the process is enclosed for your review. If you have any
questions, please contact me at 202.739.8080; am~nei.org or Brandon Jamar at
202.739.8043; btijnei.org.

Sincerely,

Alexander Marion

Enclosure

c: Mr. P. Lain, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

1776 I STREET. NW SUITE 400 WASHINGTON. DC 20006-3708 PHONE 202.739.8080 FAX 202.533.0164 am@nei.org



ENCLOSURE

NFPA 805 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

PURPOSE

The Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) process is the mechanism for resolving
interpretation issues with NEI 04-02 "Guidance for Implem-nting a Risk-Informed,
Performance-Based Fire Protection Program Under 10 ERk0..48 (c)." They
represent NRC approved interpretations of the guidau&ce for voluntary licensee
transition to risk-informed, performance based fire, orotction. ey should be
treated as an extension of NEI 04-02.

There are several reasons for submitting aOQ: .

1. To clarify the guidance for circumstances not anticipate wen the current revision of NEI

04-02 was endorsed -

2. To clarify the guidance when the linsee and NRC staff do. i`t agie on the meaning or how

to apply the guidance to a particularituation.
3. To provide guidancefor a class ofplay functions differfiom that

described in the guidance. s mn o

4. Proposed changes to t- -guidance.

The FAQ process Knot the alena in which to resolve interpretation issues with any

other NRC regulatory d.cumrnhts.. In additijn'f the FAQ process is not used to make
licensing or engineering decsions.i Inaddition, it is not the vehicle for requesting

guidance changes to NFPAV805.

1. Issue idntification

Either a licensee or the NRC may identify the need for an interpretation of the

guidance. FAQs4 should be submitted as soon as possible once the need is identified.

The licensee submits the FAQ by email to ????helpiRnei.or . The email should
include "FAQ" as part of the subject line and should provide the name and phone

number of a contact person.



2. Expeditiousness. Completeness and Factual Agreement

It is incumbent on the licensee and the NRC to work expeditiously and
cooperatively, sharing concerns, questions and data in order that the issue can be
resolved quickly. Where possible, agreement on the factual elements of the FAQ
should be achieved prior to submittal. The FAQ must describe the situation clearly
and concisely and must be complete and accurate in all resp~ts. .If agreement
cannot be reached on the wording of the FAQ, NRC will provide its alternate view to
the licensee for inclusion in the FAQ. ,

-Ki.E BEE: }

3. FAQ Format -

See Figure XX for the format for submitting fi FAQ. It is importantito provide
contact information. The question section4thie FAQ should include the specific
wording of the guidance which needs to be inter'pretethe ircumstances involved,
and the specific question, the proposed new guidahce and the applicable section of
NEI 04-02. All relevant informatida should be includeand should be as complete
as possible. Incomplete or omitted i aorration will deiy bthe resolution of the FAQ.
The licensee also provides a proposeŽ eponse to the FA.- The response should
answer the question and provide the r for the anser. (There must not be
any new information presented in the reponse that was not already discussed in
the question.). The FAQ-should include posed woiding to revise the guidance in
the next revision. i

4. Screening of FAQs .

FAQs arereviewed by NEtn revision to the wording may be requested. After
acceptnce by NEI, tic F'AQ is- reiewed by the industry's NFPA 805 Task Force.
Howm r,- during the p~ilot phase"pf the implementation of NFPA 805, FAQs
identifiea at one of the pfilot plais do not need to be reviewed by the task force.
Additional wording may be suggested to the licensee. In some cases, the task force
may conclude that the FAQ is without merit and may recommend that the FAQ be
withdrawn. An accepted FAQ is entered in the FAQ log which includes all
unresolved FAQs. The FAQ log is maintained by NEI. The log, including the
questions and proposed responses, is forwarded to NRC and industry task force
members to review.
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5. Public Meeting Discussions of FAQs

The FAQ log is reviewed at each NFPA 805 task force meeting or teleconference,
and the Industry/NRC task force is responsible for achieving a consensus response,
if possible. In most cases, the licensee is expected to present and explain the details
of its FAQ. Licensee and resident/regional NRC staff are usually available (at the
meeting or by teleconferencing) to respond to questions posed by the Industry/NRC
task force. The new FAQ is introduced by the licensee to phsure the task force
understands the issues, but discussion of the FAQ is us&ally deferred to the next
meeting, when participants will have had an opportuiity to'research the issues
involved. At subsequent meetings, the FAQ will be discussed in detail, until all of
the facts have been resolved and consensus has -keen reached on the response. The
FAQ will then be considered "Tentatively Approved," and one additional mqnth will
be allowed for reconsideration. At the following meetilW the FAQ bec6me-s"Final."
Typically, a FAQ is introduced one month; the acts ar discussed for aAother month
and a tentative decision reached; and it goes finat the following month.

In some limited cases (involving an issue with no contention and where exigent
resolution is needed), it is possible fori e4NFPA 805 task tfor~e to reach immediate
consensus and take the FAQ to Final; Kowevet, this will be the exception.

6. Incorporation of FAQs9.. -

Once approved by NRC, the a3cepted response will be posted on the NRC Website
and is treated as an extensio{ of ;NEI 04-02.-

At the tile of a revision of NEI 04-02, active FAQs will be reviewed for inclusion in
the tet These FAQs swill thehnbe placed in an "archived" file. Archived FAQs are
for hlstQrical purposesnd are nbt considered to be part of NEI 04-02.

FAQs, including those thit were reviewed but not incorporated into the text of
NEI 04-02, will be listed in the revision record of the guidance.

FAQs and responses are posted on the NRC Website
(www .nr .gov/N-RR,4???????????) .
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Figure XX
FAQ TEMPLATE

Plant:
Submittal Date:
Licensee Contact: Tel/email: _ .
NRC Contact: Tel/email:

Subject:

Interpretation of guidance? Yes or No
4t

Proposed new guidance not in NEI 04-02?4•r` No

Details

NEI 04-02 Guidance needing inte Aon (include sejn' aragraph number,
and line number):

Circumstances requu guice intetation new guidance:

o,' '4, i io t j,, 4 'i' g :'e at

If licensee and NRC dot.4ree on thetts and circumstances explain

Potendially relevahtexisting AQ umbers

ResponseSection

Proposed Resolution cft'AQ and basis for the proposal

If appropriate, provide proposed rewording of guidance for inclusion in next
revision.
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